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Hey Haunted Denver Fans,
This is one of the best seasons for haunted house fans that we've seen in years! Attractions all over Denver have obviously worked overtime to reach their full potential, and it's reflected in the final product.
Our critics have awarded some of the highest scores in Haunted Denver's history. There are three (count 'em, three!) attractions who scored 10 out of 10 this year! And more than half of the attractions
scored at least an 8 or better.
If you haven't had a chance to get out to many haunts yet, now's the time to go! And as always, we're here to give you some tips to help you decide on a haunt that you'll be sure to enjoy.

Highest Ranked Attractions
Want a quick run-down of our favorites? Here are the attractions with the highest scores for 2004:
10.0 - Field of Corpses
10.0 - Scream Park
10.0 - Spider Mansion
9.5 - Terror in the Corn
8.5 - Brutal Planet
8.5 - Frightmare
8.0 - Nightmare Factory
8.0 - Screams from the Past
Read the full reviews for these attractions!

Nightmare Factory Discount - Tonight Only!
Take advantage of this HUGE early season discount to the Nightmare Factory Haunted House! Valid tonight only.
Youíll never believe this offer exclusively for Haunted Denver subscribers! Nightmare Factory is offering $5.00 off their ticket price for Haunted Denver subscribers. This offer is good on Thursday, October
21st only! Just bring a printed copy of this email with you to the Nightmare Factory to receive your discount.
Nightmare Factory Haunted House is located at 120th and I-25 at Boondocks. For more information, click the link below or check out their official website at http://www.getscared.com.
Visit Haunted Denver's page for Nightmare Factory

Get Discounts at 12 Haunted Houses
with a Haunted Denver FreakPassô
If you haven't already done so, download a FREE FreakPass from Haunted Denver, and you'll score savings at 12 different haunted house attractions in the Denver area. Be sure to tell your friends so
they can save money too!
Get your FREE FreakPass now!

Post a Second-Opinion Review
and vote for your favorite haunt!
Give our readers your opinion to read in addition to the reviews by the Haunted Denver Critics. Also, be sure to vote for your favorite haunted house for the 2004 People's Choice Award!
Where do you find all of this? On the Message Boards, of course! Creating your own User ID on the Haunted Denver Message Boards will allow you to vote for your favorite haunted house and post
comments about any or all of the local attractions. We've developed quite the little online community -- come hang out online with other people who love haunted houses as much as you do!

Visit the Message Boards now!

And of course, stay tuned...
As always, we'll keep you posted for the rest of the month with new info and hot deals! Be sure to check the site, and check it often!
Happy Haunting!
Peace,
The Staff @Haunted Denver
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